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Introduction and Conclusion Sentences: 
The offence is alleged to have occurred in NSW so the relevant provision is [s 18(1)] of the Crimes 
Act 1900 (NSW). All references are made to that legislation unless otherwise stated.  
  Or  

The offence is alleged to have occurred in the ACT so the relevant provision is [s  ] of the 
Criminal Code 2002 (ACT). All references are made to that legislation.  

 
The prosecution bears the onus of proving all elements beyond reasonable doubt (Woolmington) 
  
 
Insert Crime into which sets out the elements that need to be proved. 
 
 
Thus the [DPP] is advised that [Name] is likely to be held liable [offence] beyond reasonable doubt. 

Definition: 

A Serious indictable offence that is punishable by imprisonment for life or for a term of 5 years or 
more”, per s4 Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) 

Legislation Links: 

Key: 
o Legislation (Constitution) 
o Case 
o Premade Sentence Fill in [] with name from facts 
o Insert as relevant to the facts/question 
o B & McS p. Page number for Textbook- Principles of 

Criminal Law 4th edition 
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https://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/#/view/act/1900/40/part11a/sec428b 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/act/consol_act/cc200294/ 

Homicide 
Murder 
 

[] will be liable for murder if they caused the death of [] with voluntary act or omission with reckless 
indifference to human life, or with intent to kill or inflict grievous bodily harm (s18(1)(a)).  

Title: Physical Element: 

a. Voluntariness 
b. Causing  

Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) s 18 (1) 

18 Murder and manslaughter defined 
(1) 
(a) Murder shall be taken to have been committed where the act of the accused, or thing by him 
or her omitted to be done, causing the death charged, was done or omitted with reckless 
indifference  to human life, or with intent to kill or inflict grievous bodily harm upon some person, or 
done in  an attempt to commit, or during or immediately after the commission, by the accused, or 
some accomplice with him or her, of a crime punishable by imprisonment for life or for 25 years. 
               (b) Every other punishable homicide shall be taken to be manslaughter. 
(2) 
(a) No act or omission which was not malicious, or for which the accused had lawful cause or excuse, 
shall be within this section. 

(b) No punishment or forfeiture shall be incurred by any person who kills another by 
misfortune only.  

 
 

Actus Reus (Need both) 

1.  a (voluntary) act or omission   
Was [the act] voluntary? (Ryan) 

This must be a voluntary act or omission: Ryan v The Queen (1967) 121 CLR 205 (B 
& McS p. 196); see also Arulthilakan v The Queen (2003) 203 ALR 259; and Pemble 
v The Queen (1971) 124 CLR 107.  

There is no evidence on the facts that the deliberate [strike] was a result of automatism, reflex or 
accident (Ryan)  

Furthermore, under 428G(1) Self induced intoxication cannot be taken into account in assessing 
whether the Actus Reus was voluntary.  

Thus the strike was a voluntary Act.   

 
An omission will only be punishable as a homicide if the defendant was under or 
assumed a duty of care at the time of the omission  
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e.g. parental responsibility for children: R v Russell [1933] VLR 59;  
 Wife was mentally disturbed, drowned her 

kids and herself 
 Husband stood by and did nothing 

Decision: 
 Father has DoC and he failed (only in relation 

to his children) 
 Omission to act was sufficient  

assumed care of a sick person: R v Stone and Dobinson [1977] QB 354; (B & McS 
p.195).  

 Stone and Dobinson had Mental and Physcial Impairment  
 They took in Victim (Stone's sister) 
 She becomes bedridden, they made some efforts to care for her 

but they were inadequate 
 Vic passes away from malnourishment and lack of medical 

attention  
Decision: 
 They assumed DoC of a person who was unwell and therefor 

dependent on them  
R v Taktak (1988) 34 A Crim R 334 

 Taktak had to pick up 2 prostitutes for a party  
 One of the girls OD'd  
 Taktak called to pick up the girl 
 Taktak takes her back to a flat and tries to CPR her  
 It doesn’t work so he leaves her there to die 
 15 year old girl 

Decision: 
 He had assumed the care of the Vic 
 Taken her from a place where she might have been found by 

others with assistence and put her in a private building and 
covered her up where only he would know 
 Took her away from medical help 

  
 

 

2. causing the death of a human being  
The act or omission must have caused the death of a person, though not necessarily the 
person intended to be harmed (known as the doctrine of “transferred malice”) e.g. a victim 
shot in cross-fire.  

 
 
 
On the facts, [] is Dead, so [] is liable for the death if it was either (a) reasonably foreseeable 
outcome of the conduct, (b) the acts were a substantially cause of the death or (c) the death was a 
natural consequence of []’s acts. (Royall)  
 
novus actus interveniens [is or is not] relevant on these facts (Hallett, Royall, Pagett) 
 
Thus, the physical elements are satisfied.  
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Issue: 
 What caused her death? 

 The stab wound, the fact that she refused to treat this does not break the 
chain of causation  

Decision: 
 Those who use violence on their victims must take the vic as they find them 

  
Swan v R [2018] NSWCCA 260   
 Also the hospital's incident doesn’t impact, the fact that the person was sent to 

hospital by you, you're responsible for the act of death unless the hospital was 
grossly negligent   

 nor does medical intervention unless it is catastrophically incompetent 
R v Smith  
 Poor medical treatment as novus actus interveniens  
 Only if the second cause (the medical treatment) is so overwhelming as to make the 

original wound merely part of the history can it be said that the death does not flow 
on from the wound 

R v Evans and Gardiner 
  ‘The failure of the medical practitioners to diagnose correctly the victim’s condition, 

however inept or unskillful, was not the cause of death 

Thabo Meli v The Queen [1954] 1 WLR 288 (B & McS p.242). 
There must be coincidence between the physical and fault elements: Group of 
people kill vic by getting him drunk then hitting him 
 Thought he was dead but he wasn’t (intent but didn’t actually cause death) 
 Threw him off the cliff 
 Then he dies 
 They argued they intended to kill him but didn’t cause his death and when they 

did kill him, they didn’t intend to 
Decision: 
 Cant divide the act up 1 series of act  

 
 

4. mens rea (Need one of these) 
To satisfy mens rea [] would need either an intention to kill as defined in He Kaw Teh, or intention to 
inflict grievous bodily harm as per s4 or reckless indifference to human life.  

Of the three, the most relevant fault element on these facts is             

- consider intoxication  

1. intent to kill or 
 Intention to kill is sufficient for murder in all Australian jurisdictions, while intention to inflict 

grievous bodily harm (or serious harm) suffices in some. In NSW the meaning of intention is 
provided by the common law, but is defined in the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth), 
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Physical elements of complicity (Aiding and Abetting) AR:  
The physical element (actus reus) of aiding and abetting: 

1. Was [] presence at the time of the offence (Giorgianni) 

R v Russell In general mere presence at a crime scene will not be sufficient for 
complicity 

 BUT (B & McS p.404). 

Wilcox v Jeffery, presence was seen as more than accidental bc the accused paid to 
go to a concert and he went there wanting to report the crime and made no protest 
against the principal offender’s actions 

R v Clarkson: Th presence of the aiders and abettors outside the room and in a room 
where rape was taking place encouraged the crime 

The extent to which “constructive presence” may suffice e.g. where members of an 
online group watch and encourage a principal in the commission of a crime: Gregor 
Urbas, ‘Complicity in Cyberspace: Applying Doctrines of Accessorial Liability to 
Online Groups’ in Criminalisation and Criminal Responsibility in Australia (ed. T. 
Crofts and A. Loughnan), Oxford University Press, 2015. 

ALSO: Constructive Presence: e.g. online groups are constructively present as a 
group e.g. live abuse of children which is broadcast to paying people  

   

2. Did [] assist or encourage the principal offender? (Giorgianni) 

 e.g. by accompanying the offender, keeping watch or holding down a victim (B & McS 
p.402).  

 The distinction between “aiding” (by assistance) and “abetting” (by encouragement) 
is arguably minor: both require a deliberate presence in such a way as to support the 
offender.  

 Mere “accidental” presence, however, is usually insufficient: It is no criminal offence 
to stand by, a mere passive spectator of a crime, even of a murder. Non-
interference to prevent a crime is not itself a crime: R v Coney (1882) 8 QB 534 
(cited by B & McS at p.404). 

 Unless there's a DoC:  

3. Was that act voluntary ? (Ryan) 
4. As per Thabo Meli There must be coincidence between the physical and fault elements 

which is satisfied as []  
Or SAY: The physicial and fault elements coincide (Thabo Meli). 

 

Withdrawal 
Was there effective and unequivocal Withdrawal by []? 


